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•  Rooftop networks: fixed, dense deployment of vast numbers of nodes
•  Ad-hoc networks: mobile, varying density, no fixed infrastructure
S is the different sensor nodes and the clusters are named as q
q § 1-(1-(1/2)i)l
The distance between each node is calculated by E
E=(1-(1-q))h
Each node picks x-keys and one y-key, where the size of  x-key pool and y-key pool is 20.
The size of memory used by each node is denoted as m, and measured by the number of keys
that each node stores. Typically m=50.In our simulation, each cluster-head disseminates auth-
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keys to forwarding nodes. One node may need to store the auth-keys from different clusters. It
divides its memory into equal-sized slots and assigns one slot to each cluster that it serves.
The routing protocol adopted in our simulation is GPSR.It fastly route the sensor nodes over the
clusters
The scheme drops false reports earlier even with a lower memory requirement. It can drop false
reports in 4 hops with only 20 keys stored in each node, but  previous dynamic en-route filtering
scheme needs 6 hops with 25 key stored .
The scheme can better deal with the dynamic topology of sensor networks. It achieves a higher
filtering capacity and filters out more false reports than others in dynamic network.
increases the filtering capacity and greatly balances the memory requirement
among sensor nodes
Sensor nodes are prone to failures and may also turn off their radio and CPU to save energy, which makes
the topology of sensor networks highly dynamic. We simulate this by applying the ON/OFF model and use
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network churn rate to measure the extend of the topology changing. We still assume t-1 compromised
nodes are within the same cluster.
In this paper, we propose a key dissemination protocol for data filtering in wireless sensor networks. In
my scheme, each node uses its own auth-keys to authenticate their reports and a legitimate report should
be endorsed by nodes. The auth-keys of each node form a hash chain and are updated in each round. The
cluster-head disseminates the first auth-key of every node to forwarding nodes and then sends the reports
followed by disclosed auth-keys. The forwarding nodes verify the authenticity of the disclosed keys by
hashing the disseminated keys and then check the integrity and validity of the reports using the disclosed
keys. GPSR will allow the building of networks that cannot scale using prior routing algorithms for wired
and wireless networks. Simulation results show that compared to existing solutions, my scheme can drop
false reports earlier with less memory consuming and should deliver fast filtering report.
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